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My Medichill ice wrap has made a 
significant impact in my day to day 
management of my post surgical back and 
groin pain. Whilst I have always found 
conventional icepacks quite bulky and 
cumbersome, the unique and versatile 
design of my Medichill icepacks (and 
covers) means I can now enjoy pinpoint 
pain relief directly to the hard to reach 
areas, where I increasingly need it.

Katie Forster

*Based on purchase of Roll 100 Sheets. SAVE $30 per roll when you purchase 10 rolls at a time. Covers are available as a separate purchase. 
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A VERY LARGE ICE PACK 
THAT IS LOW PROFILE 

FLEXIBLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

46cm

22cm

1.2cm

The Medichill Orthopaedic Ice Wrap absorbs and retains 
clean water, that can then be frozen or chilled to offer a 
comforting, medication-free solution to pain, swelling and 
soreness. Ideal for sports injuries and post-orthopaedic 
surgery, like knee reconstructions. It can also be heated 
when using Contrast Thermal Therapy for rehabilitation.

EFFICIENT   ECONOMICAL   CLEAN   PROFESSIONAL

orthopaedic ice wrap 
Recovery and rehab for post-orthopaedic surgery and sports injuries 

Flexible backing sheet

Soft touch fabric surface

Hydrated gel within pad cell 

Medichill Cool Cubes are 
manufactured to ISO 9001

www.MedichillAustralia.com.au

$ .702
per sheet

What is a Medichill Orthopaedic Ice Wrap?

FREEZE

Wipe dry and place 
in freezer for as 
long as possible

Min. 1 hour

Optional use 
of protective 

cover
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APPLY

For cool relief apply
for 20 minutes

at a time

SOAK

Soak in clean water 
until cells have 
risen and are 
firm to touch

Simple to use

Can also be used heated from 
a warming oven or microwave

Product Code : IB01

Patients can easily prepare and 
apply themselves

Ÿ Professional and economical 
Ÿ Minimises cross infection
Ÿ Stays dry when thawing
Ÿ Easy to store
Ÿ No expiry date
Ÿ Ammonium Nitrate free

A safe, non-invasive 
alternative to oral analgesia

Can cut to smaller sizes, a key 
feature that guarantees better 
economy and patient comfort

AMMONIUM
NITRATE
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